Voting in Iowa and New Hampshire is only a few weeks away, but variance in their early estimates suggest that there are storm clouds on the horizon for the pre-election pollsters -and therefore for everyone involved in the polling and survey research business. Based upon a variety of analyses conducted after the 2008 campaign and the problems that pre-election pollsters had in those primaries, we know that the image of the entire industry rests substantially on the performance of the pre-election polls. 1 This is due partly to the fact that pre-election polls have a peculiar external validation in the actual outcome of the election that most other polls do not have. In addition, the way that the news media report on "the polls" in the aftermath of an estimation error, especially when they systematically get the winner wrong as they did in New Hampshire, lays generic blame on the method and all those who apply it.
In 2008, because of an unusual perspective on estimation issues gleaned through the long series of Democratic primary polls in 2008 due to the extended contest between Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton, we learned that the pre-election polls systematically underestimated the winner's share of the vote. There is also a peculiar dynamic to the Republican contest this 
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Survey Practice year that many analysts and journalists have characterized as "anybody but Romney." 3 National poll data showed this when they reported a changing set of second-place contenders, each of whom has fallen back under increased press scrutiny as they rose in prominence. Newt Gingrich is the latest to climb to second place, and he is receiving more intense coverage of his personal finances and contacts inside the Beltway. In the next month, voters in Iowa and New Hampshire will focus more sharply on the alternatives they have, receive stepped up contact from every candidate's workers on the ground, and the television advertising will build to a crescendo.
The national poll data do not provide a useful perspective on what is going on in Iowa and New Hampshire, and in fact they may be confusing some journalists who are covering the first two events.
We know that these two electorates have a larger proportion of whites and conservatives than the country as a whole. The
Iowa caucus is a closed event limited to declared Republicans, while the New Hampshire primary is limited to Republicans and Three of the polling organizations (Magellan Strategies, the University of New Hampshire, and Suffolk University) provide information for calculating the ratio of Republicans to Undeclared/Independents in their samples, ranging from 53% to 60%. However, this ratio is uncorrelated with support for either Romney or Gingrich. None of the organizations provides details about the key element of their methods that could help a reader understand why they might have produced different distributions of candidate preference -how they defined "likely voters."
Polling firms that do pre-election polling are doing a better job of disclosing more information than in the past, but they are still not where they should be. The next month is going to test their methods and accuracy in a difficult political environment, and it is very likely that there will be some estimates that differ substantially from the outcome in New Hampshire. In preparation for the critical commentary that will follow, we should expect polling organizations to be more forthcoming about their methods now rather than trying to recover such information after
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